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An individual’s risk-taking propensity is “the stable tendency to choose options with a lower probability of success, but greater
rewards”. This risk propensity plays a central role in decision making by customers as well as managers, and is a mediator
in behavior associated with security, privacy, health, finance, and well-being. Most common approach to understanding
an individual’s risk propensity remain lab-based games and surveys. Administering such surveys and games is a manual,
time, and money intensive process that is also fraught with multiple biases. Recently, smartphones are increasingly seen as
large-scale sensors of human activity, recording data related to physical and social aspects of people’s lives. Building on this
trend we investigate the potential of passive phone-based data for automatically inferring an individual’s risk propensity.
Specifically, we describe a novel approach to model an individual’s risk propensity based on her mobile phone usage. Based on
a 10-week field + lab study involving 50 participants, we report that: (1) multiple phone-based features (e.g., average gyradius)
are intricately associated with participants’ risk propensity; and (2) a phone-based model outperforms demography-based
models by 39% in terms of accuracy of predicting risk propensity. In organizational terms, a better understanding of risk
behavior could contribute significantly to risk management programs. At the same time, such results could open doors for
more nuanced understanding of the underlying human risk phenomena and their interconnections with social and mobility
behavior.
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1

INTRODUCTION

An individual’s tendency to behave riskily, or to opt for a bigger reward with higher chance of failure sometimes
enables her obtain better results [33]. Risk taking behavior has thus been actively studied over past decades
(e.g., [33, 53]). Such literature examines risk propensity through either empirical or theoretical ways and provide
insightful points on the assessments of it. Understanding risk propensities of individuals is central to multiple
sub-fields in behavioral economics, e-commerce, health care, security, and management information systems
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[28, 35, 40, 47, 61, 66, 69, 87, 91]. In fact, risk analysis is an evolving and growing field in its own right. For
example, risk propensity is an important determinant of decision making behavior by managers as well as
customers [36, 43, 78]. Similarly, risk has been identified as an important mediator for individual information
seeking behavior (e.g., in health or financial settings) [64, 67]. Further, risk propensity is an important component
of modeling the user in studies related to privacy, trust, and security [22, 37, 65].
Most of the assessment of risk taking behavior lies inside the framework of experiment and manual observation.
A small number of participants are usually gathered to participate in some games designed specifically to observe
their tendency to behave riskily [6, 53]. Other methods connect risk tendency demographic and domain descriptors
(e.g. gender, immigrant identity) [34, 85]. Unfortunately, the human-related information captured by observations
in limited, unnatural settings must contend with multiple challenges, including subjectivity in observation, biases,
and limited observation opportunities and at the same time involve substantive manual effort, cost and time
[17, 26]. Further, the reliance only on laboratory elicitable characteristics to identify risk propensities hampers the
growth of the field of risk analysis. Such an approach essentially rules out the potential for identifying behavioral
markers based on communication or mobility traces spread over space and time (e.g., diversity of locations visited)
to predict individual propensities to take risk.
No existing research has used phone metadata (e.g., number of phone calls made per week, location diversity)
to study an individual risk propensity. This is surprising, given the frequent associations reported between social
behavior and personality with risk taking [53, 86], and recent efforts that have connected, both social phenomena
(e.g. availability of social capital) and personality traits with phone metadata [11, 16, 39].
We explore the associations between an individual’s risk propensity (as assessed through a “gold-standard”
survey) and several phone-based features and then build a machine learning model to accurately predict an
individual’s risk propensity score. This builds upon a recent line of work in ubiquitous computing literature that
utilizes phoneotypes i.e. composites of an individual’s traits as observable via a mobile phone, to automatically
infer an individual’s characteristics (e.g. cooperation) [75].
This paper seeks to make two contributions:
1. To motivate and ground the use of phone-based signals for inferring individual risk propensities; and
2. To define a machine learning model to automatically infer an individual’s risk propensity.
Several commercial, social, and citizen organizations could benefit from the proposed approach. For example, a
health informatics professional working on smoking cessation could create different interventions for different
individuals based on their risk-taking propensity. Similarly, risk researchers could also take advantage of this
approach to obtain larger, longer-term, data corpus by asking participants to install an application into their
smartphone, which could help identify long-term behavioral predictors of risk propensity (e.g. diversity of
locations visited), which could simply not be investigated using occasional in-lab studies. Lastly, individuals could
receive customized suggestions in multiple settings (finance, investments, security) based on their automaticallyinferred risk propensities.
The organization of the rest of the paper is as follows: We first provide the relevant literature on the definition,
characteristics, and measurement of risk propensity which provides the theoretical groundwork for our research.
Then the description of a 10-week wellbeing study with 50 participants is provided. Next, we discuss the features
used in this study and explain the rationale behind them. This is followed by the results obtained through
regression, classification, and a post-hoc correlation analysis. The implications of the result are discussed along
with the limitations and potential for future work.

2

BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK

Risk propensity has been a core issue investigated in multiple social and behavioral sciences, but its definition
and measurement remains debatable [53]. In this section we summarize the related work under four dimensions.
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First we summarize the literature on risk behavior as a field of study with focus on the conceptualization of
risk and risk taking behavior. This provides the theoretical background for our analysis. Next we summarize the
existing methods of assessing and measuring risk (e.g., the personality measurement and the behavior-based
measurement), which motivates our novel approach of utilizing phone metadata and provides a baseline for
comparison. Next, we summarize the literature on social capital and discuss risk in the context of social capital and
social networks, as much of the phone metadata serves as an indicator of individuals’ social capital and can hence
influence their risk propensity. We use social capital as the key theoretical construct that connects phone-behavior
and risk propensity. Lastly, we discuss recent literature on the applications of mobile phone-based data to model
and predict different individual traits using statistical learning methods, which provides the empirical foundation
of our analysis on the phone-based data.

2.1

Risk as a Field of Study

Given the wide variety of subject areas that study risk, there is also a variation in the definitions adopted. For
example, Sim and Amy (1992) suggest that three facets of risk are key to the understanding of its concept: outcome
uncertainty, outcome expectations, and outcome potential [77]. They further associate risky behavior with the
extent of risk of a decision. Connecting to the three dimensions of risk, they define a risky behavior as “(a)
their expected outcomes are more uncertain, (b) decision goals are more difficult to achieve, or (c) the potential
outcome set includes some extreme consequences" [77]. Bechara [6] described risk-taking as a “voluntary pursuit
of activities” that causes losses. Moore and Gallone define risk as the trade-off between short-term gain and
long-term loss [51].
There exist different schools of thoughts on the processes surrounding risk and risky behavior. Different
explanations of its mechanics (e.g., as a trait vs. a state) exist [79, 88], and the emerging literature suggests that
neither of these can provide the complete picture, but rather risky behavior is a complex composite of both the
individual’s stable traits and as well as the state they find themselves in [79, 80]. While acknowledging the role
played by the situational context, the focus of this work remains on identifying the trait like mechanisms (i.e.
stable risk propensities), which presumably manifest themselves in long-term patterns of human behavior as
observed via mobile phones. Hence, in this paper we focus on studying risk propensity, defined as “the stable
tendency to choose options with a lower probability of success, but greater rewards” [2].

2.2

Measures of Risk

Measuring risk propensity has attracted the attention of researchers in various disciplines including behavioral
economists (e.g. [69]); consumer research (e.g. [28]); cognitive psychologists (e.g.[35, 40, 47]); social psychologists
(e.g. [87, 91]); as well as financial analysts and financial planners (e.g. [61, 66]). However, the study and assessment
of risk tolerance is fragmented, with each discipline using different methodologies and with different focuses
([29]).
While some researchers look at factors such as demographics, socio-economic status, personality, attitudes
about money and even birth order to predict individual financial risk tolerance (e.g. [28, 29, 82, 87]); others look
at how framing, contextual factors and situational factors influence risk tolerance (e.g. [45, 69]). The assessment
of risk propensity (and behavior) has also proven to be difficult due to the subjective nature of risk taking, and
has been open to the interpretations of researchers within their fields of work. Behavioral economists typically
measure risk tolerance by the choices the individual make in financial situations, for example, Roszkowski and
Snelbecker (1990) looked at how framing affects “risk tolerance” as measured by the choice of either certain gain
or probable gain. Other efforts have used tasks that mimic gambling or those which create analogs to smoking
[6, 44, 79] for prediction of risk-taking. While great at eliciting user behavior, such lab-based tasks are often
critiqued to be costly and too closely tied to a single application domain.
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Other researchers have measured risk by designing questionnaires containing behavioral statements and
personality-style questions [27, 70, 90]. While, such survey instruments are easier to administer and can potentially
capture more abstract representations of individual propensities, there is often a gap reported in user intentions
and behavior. Personality oriented risk modeling has been very actively studied in multiple social and biological
sciences. For example, the five-factor personality model has shown power in predicting risk propensity [51, 53].
In fact, other type of markers including measuring individual testosterone levels [4] and FMRI indicators [63]
have also been used to identify risk propensity.
Given, the wide variety of options and a lack of consensus, for this exploratory work we focus on a simple to
administer survey-based measure to characterize risk propensity (details follow). The key goal of this work is
to study the interconnections between phone based data and individual risk propensity, and the results could
motivate future studies that characterize risk propensity and behavior in other ways.

2.3

Risk and Social Capital

An individual’s risk taking behavior is often related to their social behavior [7, 49, 68]. A very important concept
in the study of social behavior is that of social capital [59, 60]. Putnam [60] characterizes social capital as trust,
network structures, and norms that promote cooperation among actors within a society for their mutual benefit.
He also suggests that formal membership, civic participation, social trust, and altruism are indicators of social
capital [59]. A strong line of research has showed the predictive power of dimensions of an individual’s social
capital on her risk propensity and risky behavior [7, 15, 49, 68].
However, there is contradicting evidence on the effects of social capital on risk-taking propensity as well as
outcomes. On one hand, multiple studies have connected higher social capital with higher risk-taking propensity.
For example, a study on Chinese immigrants entrepreneurs has found that those with greater social capital have
a higher risk-taking propensity in their business activity [68]. Another research argues that social capital plays
a central role in the ability of young people to navigate risk decisions [7] and [15] suggests that social capital
plays an important role in predicting the success of nascent business ventures. On the other hand, higher social
capital has also been associated with lesser odds of engaging in risky behavior. While, [49] identifies a negative
association between social capital and violence and alcohol assumption by young people, a study by Crosby et al.
[14] suggests that social capital is inversely correlated with sexual risk behaviors.
Hence, while there is enough evidence to suggest that there is some association between social capital and
risk propensity, nuanced work, and scalable analysis methods might be useful in creating a more comprehensive
picture. Therefore, looking beyond aggregate social capital score, in this work we would also consider the type of
social capital (bridging vs. bonding) available to the individuals in studying the associations between risk and
social capital.
Recent studies have connected social capital with phone use behavior [11, 39, 58], thus suggesting that phone
use behavior could also be predictive of an individual’s risk propensity.

2.4

Use of Mobile Phone to Predict Health and Wellbeing

The advancement of data collection (using phone sensors) and data analysis tools has made it possible to study
individual’s behavior outside of the laboratories and in the long-term. Rich schools of research have succeeded in
predicting demographics, personality and cooperation propensities using phone-generated metadata[16][21]
[75]. Such data have also been connected with different measures of health and well-being in recent ubiquitous
computing literature [3, 62, 84]. Lastly, prior research has also shown the predictive power of mobile phone data
on individuals’ social capital [11, 39, 58], which we consider to be a key connector between phone-based behavior
and risk propensity. These efforts motivate the use of phone data to predict risk propensity.
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STUDY

We probe the interconnections between cooperation levels and phone-based metrics based on a ten-week field
and lab study.

3.1

Participants

The participants for the study were recruited using flyers, email announcements, and social media posts in the
area surrounding a major North American university. A total of 59 participants completed the study. Some of the
participants did not complete all the surveys, and some did not enter their unique identifying code consistently
across surveys resulting in a dataset of 54 participants (Off-by-one errors in the 14/15 digit IMEI codes were
corrected manually.) Of these 54 participants two had multiple missing values and two had abnormally low
location counts (presumably due to disabling location services on their phone) and hence were removed from the
dataset. This resulted in a dataset of 50 participants used in the rest of this paper.
Out of the 50 participants in the resulting dataset, 33 were male, and 17 were female. The most common age
group was 18-21 years, most common marital status was single, the most common education level was “some
college,” and the median annual family income was in the range US $35,000- $49,999.

3.2

Method

The data used in this paper were obtained as part of the Rutgers Well-being study. In this study, the participants
were invited to attend three in-person sessions which involved filling out several surveys pertaining to health,
well-being, cooperation and some demographic data. The three surveys of relevant to the current paper are those
on risk-propensity, demography, and personality traits.
The participants had to be above 18 years of age, conversant in English, Android phone users on a daily basis,
and willing to travel to Rutgers (New Brunswick, NJ) campus for three in-lab sessions. In the initial session, the
participants were asked to read and sign a consent form to join the study and install a study client app onto their
smartphones. The study client app was built using Funf platform [1] and a screenshot is shown in Figure 1. The
app was tested to be compatible with Android OS versions 3.0 though 5.0. Android version 5.0 was the latest
version at the time of conducting this study (Spring 2015).

Fig. 1. Screenshot of the study client app
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The study started with an orientation program where participants were trained on how to use the app.
Participants could opt out of the study at any point. The survey order was randomized for different participants.
The participants were also instructed on the process of uninstalling the app and stopping data collection in the
exit session.
All personnel involved in the study underwent human subject training and Institutional Review Board certification. In order to protect participants’ personal information all participants were identified using their phone’s
unique IMEI number which was kept constant throughout the course of the study. This unique identifier was
anonymized via one-way cryptographic hashing before further data analysis was undertaken.

3.3

Data Collection

Following information were collected from the participants for the ten week period:
• Communication log data: This included date and time of communication event, the type of communication
(text/call), incoming or outgoing, duration, and anonymized identifiers for both sender and receiver. Actual
call audio and message text were not collected in this study.
• Physical location: This included the location of the device using GPS and approximate location area based
on the cell tower. Such data were collected at an hourly resolution to a trade-off between the battery
consumption and the detail of coverage. This work focuses on GPS data that was analyzed as a (latitude,
longitude) tuple at the fourth decimal point resolution.1

3.4

Survey Measures

We consider three different survey measures in this work. The main target variable of this work is individual
risk-taking propensity, a quantification of which will be compared with various phone based features. We also
compare the performance of phone-based models with two baseline (and potentially complementary) types of
information - personality and demographic data.
Risk Propensity Survey: We considered multiple survey options for measuring risk propensity [27, 56, 70, 90].
While multiple options were available, we focused on a metric that would be easy to execute, widely utilized in
the literature, and applicable to a relatively broad range of every-day scenarios. Based on these considerations,
we decided to utilize the risk propensity scale defined by Pan and Zinkhan [56]. This survey was easy to execute
(consists of 5 questions) and has been widely used by other studies in the literature [22, 50]. The questions in
the survey included ‘To achieve something in life, one has to take risks’ and ‘If there was a great chance to
multiply my earnings, I would invest my money even in the shares of a completely new and uncertain firm.’
Thus, while they were leaning towards financial decisions, they were still general enough to be interpreted in
terms of everyday life decisions. As mentioned earlier, the key goal of this work is to study the interconnections
between phone based data and risk propensity, and the results could motivate future studies that characterize
risk propensity and behavior in other ways.
A risk score is calculated based on the intent of agreement to different statements in the survey. For each of
the statements the participants could choose from a 5-point Likert scale representing Strongly Disagree (1) to
Strongly Agree (5). A higher score indicated a higher propensity to engage in risky behavior.
Demographic Descriptors: The participants were also asked questions about their demography (age, gender,
marital status, level of education, and family income level) using another survey.
1 This

roughly corresponds to 10m by 10m blocks and was selected as the scale since current GPS data have a pseudo-range accuracy of about
8 meters at 95% confidence level( http://www.gps.gov/systems/gps/performance/accuracy). Since many of the participants spent inordinate
amounts of times at the same location, while we were interested in characterizing their movement patterns, many of the features focused on
the unique locations visited by the users.
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Personality Descriptors: Prior literature has reported that the five-factor personality model has predictive
power on risk propensity [51, 53, 54]. Hence, we obtained the big-five personality scores for the participants
using the well-established survey defined by John and Srivastava [38].

3.5

Smartphone Data Measures

Based on a survey of existing literature we have identified a set of features to provide a representation of a user’s
social- mobile behavior.
These features are based on existing literature with the inspirations coming from both conceptual and empirical literature. From a conceptual perspective, these features are inspired by the literature on social capital
[60] and its variants on ‘bridging’ and ‘bonding‘’ capital [86]. As suggested by Williams[31], we connect the
concepts of ‘bonding’ and ‘bridging’ to those of ‘strong’ and ‘weak’ ties as proposed by Granovetter and other
researchers[31][55][52]. All these features are based on a key working assumption that individual traits manifest
themselves in the long-term socio-mobile behavior patterns of the users [72, 75], and might be predictive of one’s
self-reported propensity to take risks. From an empirical perspective, these features are based on multiple recent
studies that have also tried to quantify long-term socio-mobile behavior of individuals with a goal to identify
per-sonal traits and well-being [3, 16, 62, 71, 75, 84]. In defining these features (total 23), we integrate some of
the more obvious usage patterns (total number of calls/sms messages) with more nuanced/exploratory aspects of
phone usage while still keeping the number of features manageable.
A summary of the features considered in this study is presented in Table 1.
3.5.1 Activity Level (Call, SMS, Location). The overall social activity is measured by the number of calls, SMS,
and unique locations experienced by a person over the course of the study. High count would imply that the
person is more actively involved with people and places around her, and thus more socially engaged [13, 19].
Since social activity level is related to the degree of the individual’s civic participation level, this feature could be
used to indicate her social capital [59] and thus her risk propensity[68].
Õ
SAi =
Activity Levels
We observe the physical location of each user once per hour. Hence counting the number of locations per day
would yield exactly the same value (24) for every user. Hence, we focus on unique locations visited by the users.
3.5.2 Reciprocity. Along with the frequency of communication, the ease with which communication is
conducted can also be a significant predictor of an individual’s social capital [32, 60]. People who are easy to
contact can be said to engage with a wider social network than those who remain unavailable. Here, ease of
access is operationalized using features related to accepting or rejecting calls [16, 24]. This includes the ratio
of incoming to outgoing calls, percentage of calls missed, and call response rate (percentage of missed calls
responded back). These features taken together provide an understanding of how keen is the individual to engage
with calls initiated by others in the network.
In Out Ratio (Call, SMS).
IOR =

Incoming communication count
∗100
Outgoing communication count

It is defined as the ratio of the number of incoming Calls/SMS to outgoing Call/SMS messages. A higher
In-Out ratio would suggest that the individual is more likely to receive messages and/or reply back to the
messages received. This could also indicate the individual’s civic participation level and suggest her social capital
volume[59].
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Missed Call Percentage.
Mi =

Missed incoming call count
∗100
Total incoming call count

Missed call percentage quantifies how reluctant the user is to respond to the call. Higher missed call percentage
could indicate weaker social capital (less civic participation level [59]) and higher prudence which in turn is
connected to less trust and social capital[23].
Response Rate (Call).
Ri =

Responded incoming call count
∗100
Total incoming call count

We define a communication (call, SMS) as responded when the person calls back a missed call within one hour of
its receipt.
Even though this number might be impacted by the frequency the person checks the phone, it indicates the
person’s tendency to respond to uncertainty (the unknown content of the call and the possibly unknown identity
of the caller). Such a tendency to maintain social connections is associated with social capital, which in turn may
be associated with risk propensity [16, 32].
3.5.3 Tie Strength. Significant prior literature connects strong and weak ties with social capital [32, 46]. For
both calls and SMS, we quantify the relative percentage of interactions that take place with these “strong ties” as
well as “weak ties”.
Strong Ties Engagement Ratio (Call, SMS).
Si =

Communication count for the top third contacts
∗ 100
Total communication

This quantifies the percentage of communication effort that a user devotes to her preferred contacts. A high
strong tie score would imply that the user engages much more with her strong ties compared to other contacts. A
user who stays with her strong ties tend to be more conservative and careful in making a decision, thus has less
risk propensity. Strong ties can also be represented by one’s social capital [60] and is also implicitly related to
one’s risk propensity.
Weak Ties Engagement Ratio (Call, SMS).
Wi =

Communication count for the bottom third contacts
∗ 100
Total communication

This quantifies the percentage of communication effort that a user devotes to her less preferred (bottom third)
contacts. A high weak tie score would imply that the user spends significant communication effort to interact
with even the less preferred of his contacts.
Strong ties and weak ties together may affect, in positive and negative way[18], the user’s entrepreneurship
which is connected the person’s personality and social capital[20].
3.5.4 Exploration and Novelty. The relationship between a diverse network and an increased social capital is
well documented in literature [32]. Prior literature has also connected phone-based diversity with an individual’s
propensity to cooperate [75]. Further, an important aspect of social capital is the growth of networks. Hence, we
also consider “new contacts” i.e. those who are not present in the first four weeks of the data collection period.
We characterize the number of new contacts, number of such new contacts for outgoing calls, and the time spent
in talking to these new contacts.
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Entropy (Call, SMS, GPS).
Ei =

Õ

pi j loдb pi j

j

Where pi j is the percentage of calls made by individual i to contact j, and ’b’ is the total number of contacts. This
is also called the Shanon Entropy [73] which quantifies the uncertainty of the information. A user with higher
entropy is more likely to distribute her time among every contact and gives no priority to anyone.
Time Spent with New Contacts (Call).
Ti =

Õ

ti j

j

Where t j is the time (in seconds) spent by user i while talking to her jth new contact. A contact is considered
“new” if the contact does not appear in the participant’s logs for the first four weeks. A higher value indicates
the user’s more investment on her new contacts compared to other users, and thus her more trust and social
engagement which is connected to high social capital[59][23].
Percentage of Time Spent with New Contacts (Call).
P Ni =

Time spent with new contact
Total communication time

Similar to the previous feature, this feature measures in ratio scale how much time the user devotes to her new
contacts as compared to her frequent contacts. This could be more indicative of the users’ risk propensity as it is
on a [0,1] scale which makes it more comparable than the absolute value.
Gyradius Average(Location).
Gi =

Í

j si j

ni
Where si j is the user j’s current distance to her home. n j is the totally number of scans on the user’s GPS location.
A high average gyradius indicates a large activity radius of the user, which could be a useful indicator of the
user’s exploration intensity.
Returner1 vs Explorer0 (Location).
s
1 Õ
ni (r i − r cm )2
Characteristic Distance =
N
i ∈ {1,2}

where N = n 1 + n 2
ni is the frequency of the i-th frequently visited place
r i is the 2-d location of the i-th frequently visited place
r cm is the 2-d location of the centroid of all the user’s trajectories.
Inspired by [57], we label a user as explorer (with value close to 0) when she tends to visit a large number of
different places and returner (with larger value) when she performs recurrent visitation to a small number of
destinations. The returner(1) vs. explorer(0) value is determined by her characteristic distance which is the standard deviation of the user’s GPS location of the first and second frequently visited locations with her geography
centroid as the mean.
3.5.5

Temporal Rhythms.
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Table 1. A summary of the features considered in this study

Type of feature
Activity Levels

Literature Support
Conceptual: [19, 59, 68]
Empirical: [13, 16, 24, 84]

Reciprocity

Conceptual: [32, 46, 68]
Empirical: [16, 25, 74]

Tie Strength

Conceptual: [32, 46, 60]
Empirical: [25, 74, 75]

Exploration and Novelty

Conceptual: [32, 41, 60]
Empirical: [16, 17, 57, 75]

Temporal Rhythms

Conceptual: [5, 10, 42]
Empirical: [3, 16, 71, 76]

Feature
Call_Count
Sms_Count
Unique_location_count
InOut_ratio_Call
Inout_ratio_SMS
Missed_call_percentage
Call_Response_rate
Call_Strong_Ties_Engagement_Ratio
Sms_Strong_Ties_Engagement_Ratio
Call_Weak_Ties_Engagement_Ratio
Sms_Weak_Ties_Engagement_Ratio
Call_Entropy
Sms_Entropy
Location_Entropy
Time_spent_with_new_contacts (seconds)
Percentage_of_time_new_contacts
Gyradius_Average
Returner1_vs_Explorer0
DN12am_Call
DN12am_Sms
Weekday_weekend_call_ratio
Weekday_weekend_SMS_ratio
Regularity_AR31

Data Type
Call
SMS
GPS
Call
SMS
Call
Call
Call
SMS
Call
SMS
Call
SMS
GPS
Call
Call
GPS
GPS
Call
SMS
Call
SMS
Call

Mean
513.7
3611.6
277.1
63.3
122.5
16.9
37.2
82.3
88.6
5.9
2.1
65.7
63.0
75.7
7413.9
15.0
101.7
0.24
4.3
3.9
2.5
4.0
0.001

Median
314.0
2553.5
288.0
53.3
113.0
16.0
37.4
84.0
90.5
5.0
1.0
59.0
67.5
76.0
3785.5
11.3
11.9
0.02
3.6
3.2
2.3
3.2
0.01

Diurnal Activity Ratio (Call, SMS).
Diurnal Ratio =

Communication count during phase1
Communication count during phase2

This metric measures the circadian rhythms as the ratio of activity between two 12 hours "phases" commonly
called AM and PM i.e. AM = 00:00 am to 11:59 am and PM = 12:00 pm to 11:59 pm. Here, the more active phase
i.e. PM is considered as phase 1. The individuals who have a diurnal activity ratio closer to one do not prioritize
communication or travel during specific hours of the day and spread out their social interactions unbiased of
their personal circadian rhythms, while others give higher priority to their personal rhythms or have personal or
social preferences resulting in different activity levels during different phases. In prior work, such a ratio has
been found to be closely related to the individual’s impulsiveness[42] [5] and to also have a relationship to an
individual’s risk propensity i.e. a morning person is more risk-averse [42].
Weekday-weekend Ratio (Call, SMS).
Wi =

Communication count on weekdays
Communication count on weekends

A high weekday-weekend ratio indicates that the user has less communications during the weekends. The high
ratio could be due to the user’s inactivity during her spare time. There is no specific literature that ties weekend
vs. weekday communication ratio to risk propensity, but this feature has been used in multiple prior studies
quantifying phone use behavior (e.g., [16]).
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Regularity (Autoregressive coefficient 31 days) (Call). We model the regularity for an user individual based on
ARIMA (autoregressive integrated moving average) time-series coefficients. This model takes the form:

X =c+
t

p
Õ

ϕ i · x t −1 + ϵ t

i=1

where X t is the number of phone calls made during time period t, c is a constant and ϵ t is the noise. Specifically,
we define regularity scores based on ϕ i coefficients quantifying the degree to which knowing a person’s number
of calls made on an “earlier” day (here, previous month) can predict their number of phone calls for today. In
effect, this represents the repetition in the user’s behavior in time period of a month.
The 50 participants considered in this study made a total of 25,683 calls, exchanged 180,579 messages, and
visited 13,855 unique locations during the 10 week period. This corresponds to an average of 51 (median = 31)
calls per user per week, 361 (median = 255) text messages, and 28 (median = 29) unique locations visited per user
per week. A summary of all the features considered in this study, and their observed values (per user over the ten
week period) is shown in Table 1.

4

RESULTS

While certain applications may require prediction of exact numeric risk propensity score, others might need to
work with broader classifications e.g. “high’ or “low” risk propensity. Hence in order to support both these kind
of applications, and to also obtain higher confidence in the observed results, we decided to undertake both these
kinds of analysis.

4.1

Regression

We undertook OLS (Ordinary Least Squared) regression on the different subsets of the data to test what percentage
of variance in the response variable can be explained by the considered covariate data. Specifically, we tried 6
different data models for comparison: the social-mobile features only, the demographic features (age, gender, grade,
self-description, family income) only, the personality features (extraversion, agreeableness, conscientiousness,
neuroticism and openness) only, social-mobile + demographic, social-mobile+personality and social-mobile +
demographic + personality. All the continuous variables were standardized to mean 0 and standard deviation 1
and all the categorical variables were entered as dummy variables. For each aforementioned model, the features
were selected using backward stepwise elimination [89].
The two non-phoneotype feature based approaches (Only Demography and Only Personality) served as two
baselines for us to compare and evaluate the explanatory power of the social-mobile features. All the calculations
were executed using R (version 3.2.3).The amount of variance explained by the corresponding model(adjusted R 2 ),
the selected features and the corresponding significance (p value) for the model are shown in Table2.
From Table 2 it can be seen that demographic and personality features alone were not significantly predictive
of a person’s risk propensity. They yielded adjusted R-squared of only 0.042 and 0.049 respectively. On the other
hand, The phoneotype features (Call, SMS, GPS) have a moderate power in predicting one’s risk propensity: an
adjusted R squared of 0.499 shows that around 49.9% of the variance in the response variable can be explained
by the phone features. This is a reasonably strong result, especially in comparison with the results with using
demographic features only.
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Table 2. Different regression models considered for explaining risk propensity including the features utilized and the variance
explained.
Model

Only Phoneotype

Only Demographic
Only Personality

Phoneotype+Demographic

Phoneotype+Personality

Phoneotype+Demographic+Personality

Selected features
Call Count, Sms_Count,
InOut_ratio_Call,
Time_spent_with_new_contacts,
Percentage_of_time_spent_with_new_contacts,
Location_Entropy, Call_Strong_ties,
Sms_Strong_ties, Sms_Weak_ties,
DN12am_Sms,Gyradius_Average,
Returner1_vs_Explorer0
Grade, Race
Agreeableness, Openness
Call Count, Sms_Count,
InOut_ratio_Call,
Time_spent_with_new_contacts,
Percentage_of_time_spent_with_new_contacts,
Location_Entropy, Call_Strong_ties,
Sms_Strong_ties, Sms_Weak_ties,
DN12am_Sms, Gyradius_Average,
Returner1_vs_Explorer0, Age
Call Count, Sms_Count,
Unique_location_count, InOut_ratio_Call,
Time_spent_with_new_contacts,
Percentage_of_time_spent_with_new_contacts,
Location_Entropy, Call_Strong_ties,
Sms_Strong_ties, Sms_Weak_ties,
DN12am_Sms, Gyradius_Average,
Returner1_vs_Explorer0, Extraversion,
Agreeableness, Neuroticism,
Openness
Call Count, Call_Response_rate,
Time_spent_with_new_contacts,
Percentage_of_time_spent_with_new_contacts,
Inout_ratio_SMS, Location_Entropy,
Call_Strong_ties, Sms_Strong_ties,
Call_Weak_ties, Sms_Weak_ties,
Gyradius_Average, AR_cyclicity_31,
Conscientiousness, Agreeableness,
Neuroticism, Openness,
Gender, Family_Income

Adjusted R-squared

Significance(p-val)

0.499***

0.00006

0.042
0.049

n.s.
n.s.

0.505***

0.00008

0.554***

0.00015

0.556***

0.00015

Adding demographic features to phoneotype features enhanced the predictive power of the model: they help
increase the adjusted R-squared by a modest margin while still remaining significant. The highest adjusted
R-squared score observed was 0.556 when phone-based features were combined with personality traits and
demographic features. This indicates that even though demographic and personality feature alone may not be
informative of one’s risk propensity, when available they can be combined with phone based features for better
estimates of risk propensities.

4.2

Feature Selection for Classification

A unique challenge posed in the current setting is that of the relatively large number of variables (23) given
the modest sample size (N = 50). Our solution is to combine the problems of variable selection and modeling.
We adopted the Recursive Feature Elimination with Linear Discriminant Analysis (RFE-LDA) similar to [30, 48]
before building the predictive models based on optimal subset selection method. Starting with a set of features,
RFE-LDA discards one feature that contributes the least to the performance of the LDA, and the final selected
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ALGORITHM 1: Leave-one-out-nested-cross-validation on a dataset of n observations (adapted from [83])
Input: classification models, covariate data X = {x i ∈ Rm }, response variable yi ∈ R, i ∈ {1, 2, · · · , n}.
Output: Mean accuracy of the input classification model m.
for i = 1, 2, · · · , n do
Set aside data x i as testing data;
Do RFE-LDA on Xˆi = X \{x }, obtain dataset with selected feature X i
and x ;
i

sel ect ed

i

i
Tune the parameter of the model on X sel
using LOOCV, obtain the best model;
ect ed
Use x i to assess the performance of the best model, obtain accuracy ai ;
Í
m = n1 ni=1 ai ;
end

set of features is the one that yields the best performance across different number of features. RFE allows for a
heurestic based selection of a reasonable set of features when the optimal subset selection is impossible due to
the number of iterations required.

4.3

Classification

There is no representative population level median data available for the survey. Hence, in order to build a
classification model for risk propensities, we divided the risk scores based on median value (16) of the sample
data. This resulted in two classes, which implied distinction between “high” risk taking (N=29) and “low” risk
taking propensities for individuals (N=21).
Given the modest size of the dataset, and the need to maximize learning opportunities while still minimizing
the odds of over-fitting, we utilized Leave-one-out-nested-cross-validation (LOONCV) for model selection and
performance assessment, where for each outer iteration we used separate datasets for feature selection+parameter
tuning and model assessment. Nested-cv has been shown to reduce the bias in the estimate of the testing error in
prior literature [83]. A detailed description of the model selection/validation method is described below:
The described approach resulted in (n=50) different inner and outer cross-validation loops wherein different
features were selected based on the abovementioned RFE-LDA approach. The most frequently selected across
the 50 iterations for different models considering only the phone-based data, demography-based data and
personality-based data are shown in Table 3.
Table 3. Features selected by under Nested Cross Validation across all observations

Model
Only Phoneotype
Only Demographic
Only Personality

Features Selected
Call Count, SMS Count, Call response rate,
Missed call percentage, SMS Strong Ties, DN12am call (selected in all 50 iterations)
Gender (49 times), Race (19 times), Family Income (19 times)
Openness (50 times), Neuroticism (35 times)

We used the following well-established methods Logistic Regression, LDA (Linear Discriminant Analysis),
GLMNET (Generalized Linear Model via lasso and elastic net regularization), Naive Bayes, Neural Network,
Bayesian GLM (Generalized Linear Model), and SVM (Support Vector Machines) as the classification methods. We
also report results based on a naive baseline method (Zero-R, without cross validation), which simply classifies
all instances into the majority class to allow for a comparison of performance.
For the ease of presentation, we first compare the performance of the Only Phoneotype based model with
Only Demographic and Only Personality models in terms of the accuracy. As can be seen in Table 4, the Only
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Phoneotype approach consistently outperforms both Only Demography and Only Personality based approaches.
As shown in Table 5, the phoneotype-based model yielded the best case accuracy of 78%. The only demography
based model yielded a best case accuracy of 56% while the only personality had a best accuracy of 64%. Focusing on
the best case results, we find that the Only Phoneotype approach yields 34% higher accuracy than the non-crossvalidated Zero-R baseline and a 39% higher accuracy than the Only Demographic approach. The combination of
phone-based data with personality or demographic variables did not result in any improvement in classification
performance.
Table 4. Accuracy of different models at predicting Risk Propensity
Method
Logistic Regression
LDA
Glmnet
Naive Bayes
Neural Network
Bayesian GLM
SVM
Zero-R (baseline)

Only Phoneotype
0.78
0.78
0.68
0.68
0.74
0.72
0.72
0.58

Only Demographic
0.36
0.36
0.31
0.34
0.36
0.36
0.56
0.58

Only Personality
0.48
0.48
0.63
0.64
0.54
0.48
0.54
0.58

Table 5. Accuracy, Precision, Recall and F1 for different (phoneotypic) phone-based models for predicting Risk Propensity
Method
Logistic Regression
LDA
Glmnet
Naive Bayes
Neural Network
Bayesian GLM
SVM

F-measure
0.82
0.82
0.75
0.75
0.78
0.77
0.79

Precision
0.78
0.78
0.69
0.68
0.77
0.73
0.70

Recall
0.86
0.86
0.83
0.82
0.79
0.83
0.90

Zero-R (baseline)

0.43

0.34

0.58

To further validate and understand the classification models using phoneotype data to predict risk propensity,
we expand the analysis beyond accuracy to also consider the Precision, Recall, and F-measure scores for the
different algorithms. As shown in Table 5, we see a general consistency in the results across algorithms with the Fmeasure scores ranging between 75% to 82%. The highest Precision score obtained was 78% and the highest Recall
obtained was 90%. These results suggest that phone-based features can yield models that perform quite reasonably
across a number of well-established classification metrics and algorithms. Together, these results corroborate the
findings from the regression analysis, that phone-based features significantly outperform demography-based
features as well as personality features in prediction performance.
The limited predictive power (66% accuracy) found with personality features is somewhat surprising given
past literature which suggests such an interconnection [33, 54]. We note however, that the exact interconnections
between personality traits and risk propensity are far from well established. The associations reported in the
literature tend to be a function of the exact personality traits inventory used, type of risk assessed, and the
participant population. For instance while [54] reports a negative association between agreeableness personality
trait and risky behavior, [33] reports a positive association between agreeableness and risky behavior. In fact, the
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Table 6. Pearson’s correlation coefficients for different phone-based features and risk-taking propensity after controlling for
demographic and personality features.

Feature
Call_Count
Sms_Count
Unique_location_count
InOut_ratio_Call
Inout_ratio_SMS
Missed_call_percentage
Call_Response_rate
Call_Strong_Ties_Engagement_Ratio
Sms_Strong_Ties_Engagement_Ratio
Call_Weak_Ties_Engagement_Ratio
Sms_Weak_Ties_Engagement_Ratio
Call_Entropy
Sms_Entropy
Location_Entropy
Time_spent_with_new_contacts
Percentage_of_time_spent_with_new_contacts
Gyradius_Average
Returner1_vs_Explorer0
DN12am_Call
DN12am_Sms
Weekday_weekend_call_ratio
Weekday_weekend_SMS_ratio
Regularity_AR31

Correlation Coefficient
0.008
0.145
-0.114
-0.262
-0.159
0.240
0.228
0.132
0.424
-0.021
-0.455
-0.160
-0.321
-0.035
0.107
-0.219
-0.330
-0.129
0.253
-0.085
-0.052
-0.237
-0.084

Significance Level
n.s.
n.s.
n.s.
n.s.
n.s.
n.s.
n.s.
n.s.
p=0.007
n.s.
p=0.004
n.s.
p=0.046
n.s.
n.s.
n.s.
p=0.040
n.s.
n.s.
n.s.
n.s.
n.s.
n.s.

current work also suggests modest predictive power of personality traits on risk propensity. We do not interpret it
to mean that there are no associations between personality traits and risk propensity but rather that the Big-Five
personality traits may have lesser predictive power than phone-based features over risk propensity for college
student population.

4.4

Pearson’s Correlation: Post-Hoc Analysis

In order to investigate and further interpret the socio-mobile features considered in this work, we performed
post-hoc Pearson’s correlation tests on all the 23 features identified with respect to risk propensity score. This
was undertaken using partial Pearson’s correlation analysis where each correlation is controlled for the effects of
demographic and personality variables. The results are shown in Table 6.
A total of four features were found to be significant. Zooming in on these features, we notice the important role
played by strong ties in aiding one’s ability to take risks. Prior literature has connected risk-taking both positively
and negatively with social capital. While a negative link would suggest that individual’s lacking resources (e.g.,
social ties and social support) would internalize the idea of taking risks to grow in their lives [49], a positive
association would suggest that those with higher social capital have the social support and “cushion” to be able
to take more risks in their lives [9, 12, 68].
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This work suggests that the effect direction could be a function of the type of social capital (bridging vs.
bonding) available to the individual [46, 60]. While bridging social capital (often based on weak ties) is great for
access to newer information and resources, it does not provide the necessary emotional support and “cushion”
in the case of a failure. Bonding social capital on the other hand builds upon the presence of strong ties and is
associated strong emotional connections with a smaller set of contacts nurtured through frequent engagement
[46].
The correlation analysis suggests that bonding (and not bridging) social capital may be positively associated
with an individual’s risk propensity. We note that the risk propensity is strongly and positively associated with
the SMS strong ties engagement ratio (r = 0.424∗∗ ) and negatively associated with SMS weak ties engagement
ratio (r = −0.455∗∗ ). This is further corroborated with one’s risk propensity being negatively correlated with
the diversity (entropy) of SMS contacts (r = −0.311∗ ). Lastly, the association follows a similar direction in terms
of geographic interactions. Individuals with a higher risk propensity tend to focus their activities in a limited
geographical radius (r = −0.330∗∗ ). Each of these suggests an association between a tendency to maintain focus
and nurture a small number of ties (bonding social capital) and one’s tendency to take risks.

5 DISCUSSION
5.1 Methodological Considerations
Here we discuss multiple design choices made and the corresponding caveats concerning the three types of
analysis (correlation, regression, and classification) undertaken in this work.
First, we note the multiple comparisons undertaken in the correlation analysis. While such multiple comparisons are often “corrected” using Bonferroni or Bonferroni-Holm correction to maintain the confidence in
the associations found, we do not do so in this work. This is because the analysis undertaken here is post-hoc
and intended to help interpret the observed prediction results rather than being prescriptive in its own right.
Similarly, we acknowledge the issues associated with the use of a relatively large number (23) of possibly collinear
features in regression given the modest sample size (50). While this makes the interpretation of individual features
difficult, the overall explanation scores of 0.499 for phoneotype (respectively 0.556 for phoneotype + demography
+ personality) remain interpretable. Similarly, the classification performance levels obtained (accuracy= 0.78;
F-measure: 0.82) remains modest. Given the limited sample size, we focus on triangulating and identifying general
trends across the three analysis methods (correlation, regression, and classification) rather than establishing
hard associations between specific variables. The common question tying the three threads of analysis is: can
socio-mobile signals as observed via a phone be used to infer the risk-taking propensity of an individual? The
answer to this question based on the general consistency of results across the threads of analysis is positive.

5.2

Privacy of User Data and Ethical Considerations

All data used in the current study were hashed and anonymized as discussed earlier in the study design section.
The exact phone numbers or the content of the calls were never available to the personnel analyzing and
processing the data. The permissions required for this study (call logs) were intended to be considerably lesser
than those usually required by common apps (e.g. Facebook or WhatsApp apps in Android).
We also note the moral and ethical considerations in giving a person a risk propensity based on passive data
collection. While similar concerns have been raised for survey and lab-based studies with similar goals, We would
suggest an explicit opt-in policy (as also adopted in this work) for any usage of this approach. While a more
nuanced policy debate is required, rather than abstaining from presenting such outcomes, we choose to raise
awareness about these new prospects and informing the policy debate around them.
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5.3

Limitations

The current study also has a number of limitations. First, the homogeneous (Android using college students)
modest sample size (50) prevents us from generalizing the results to a larger population. Hence, we would be
cautious in interpreting the results until they are validated at scale with diverse populations. Next, in this study,
an individual’s risk propensity is based on one specific survey-based instrument. This survey instrument focuses
on capturing the domain-independent, long-term risk propensity. There is literature suggesting that risk behavior
is a composite of such a general propensity as well as detailed domain and situational aspects [85]. While this
work only focuses on the long-term stable propensities aspect, other behavioral measurement techniques and
the inclusion of domain and context may add more nuance to this understanding in future work. We also
acknowledge the use of a limited set of phone based features (calls, sms, GPS) in this work. The inclusion of
communication occurring via third party (e.g. WhatApp) and social media apps (e.g. Facebook) is left as part of
the future work. At the same time, this work adopts the principle of “thin slices” of behavior, which suggests that
even limited samples of a user’s social activities may be enough to discern important characteristics about an
individual [8, 81].
Lastly, all the associations reported in this work are non-causal and more detailed future experiments are
needed to establish causality.

5.4

Implications

Despite these limitations, this study is the first of its kind. To our knowledge, there have been no previous studies
undertaken that analyze the link between risk propensities and phone-based behavioral features. The results
open the doors to a methodology that, with refinements and validation, could be used at scale. Mobile phones are
now actively used by more than 3 billion users, and hence the proposed method could potentially be applied to
estimate the risk propensities for billions of individuals.
In future, this work could also have multiple implications for health care professionals, health informatics
professionals, mobile phone service providers, app designers, social scientists and individuals themselves. For
example, an app designer could use an individual’s inferred risk propensity to suggest default privacy and security
related settings. Similarly, a health professional collaborating on a de-addiction app may suggest different steps to
individuals based on their risk propensities. Similar settings could be suggested for mobile commerce platforms
and transactions with unknown individuals in the emerging shared economy.
At the same time, the suggested methodology could help decision science researchers study risk-taking
propensity at scale in the society. Besides identifying connections between spatial behavior and risk propensity, a
scalable methodology to study risk could allow for asking questions regarding the spread of risk propensities in
networks of billions of individuals, which are simply not possible with current survey or lab-based methods.

6

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

This work proposes a new methodology to automatically infer an individual’s risk propensity using phone
features as an alternative to classical methods like manually administered surveys. Using phone-based features
allows us to build prediction models by means of machine learning classification algorithms whose performance
are promising and encouraging (around 80%).
While we consider the results to be early and exploratory, they could be enhanced by future work by including
a larger number of participants, more detailed phone-based features, and considering larger time durations.
Furthermore, the suggested phone-based method could be expanded to study and predict other personal and
societal behaviors and concepts such as gratitude, compassion, and happiness. Taken together such methods
open ways to better model human beings based on ubiquitous sensing and act as a building block towards a
happier, healthier society.
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